
Objective: Identify main ideas in a written text
and apply comparatives.




1. Name 3 apps that you know

2. Answer

a) What is the main characteristis of each of 
them?

b) Which is your favourite app? Why?

Pre – Activity (oral)




 Short adjectives add «er»

Ex: slow- slower

Fast-faster

 Long adjectives use «more» before the adjective.

Ex: more popular/ more complicated.

 Adjective ending in «y» change into «ier»

Ex: easy-easier / heavy-heavier

EXCEPTIONS: good- better bad-worse

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJLJ8eE5u6Q

Rules to make comparisons

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJLJ8eE5u6Q




A.Take a look at these adjectives. Write the meaning next to
each and then write the comparative. See example.

SLOW lento slower FAST

EASY DIFFICULT

INTERESTING COMPLICATED

DANGEROUS CHEAP

RISKY USEFUL

ENTERTAINING PRACTICAL

SECURE HEAVY

EXPENSIVE ADVANCED

USER-FRIENDLY AMAZING

LIGHT ACCESSIBLE

INSTANT INSECURE

SIMPLE USELESS




Now, Classify the adjectives into two categories. See ex.

Task 2- Part 1
Pre-activity (Writing)

POSITIVE NEGATIVE

easy complicated





Read this text and then answer

FACEBOOK V/INSTAGRAM WHATSAPP V/S LINE

Over the past couple of years, Facebook has

become less and less popular among

teenagers. It was once the most used form

of social media, but recently teens have

been using Instagram more frequently.

Instagram is easier to use than Facebook.

You simply scroll through the pictures and

either like, comment, or move on. In this

way, it takes less time than other apps to

keep you updated.

Another good thing about Instagram is that 
it has lots of filters which make you look 
cooler. Also, these filters make the process 
of posting pictures more fun.

Both WhatsApp and LINE allow you to make

and receive free calls on your mobile

phone. But which one is the best?

Although the two apps offer similar

features (both are free to download and

offer free voice and video calling), LINE

does a better job than WhatsApp in most

aspects. In fact, LINE has more features

than WhatsApp, and in cases where they

share features, LINE has the edge.

The most important difference between 
these apps is that on WhatsApp you can't 
call someone abroad who isn't connected 
to the internet, or who isn't registered on 
the app. By LINE, on the other hand, you 
can call to any phone worldwide at a cheap 
rate.

https://www.lifewire.com/what-is-whatsapp-all-about-4781062
https://www.lifewire.com/line-app-review-3426438



 1. Which is older: Instagram or Facebook?

 2. Why is Instagram more popular than Facebook?

 3. What do Whatsapp and Line have in common?

 4. What is the main difference between Whatsapp
and Line?

Task 2. Part 2 Answer about the text




 Instagram is……………. than Facebook. (fast)

 Instagram is…………….than Facebook. (popular)

 Facebook is……………..to use than Instagram
(complicated).

 Line is …………………than Whatsap when you want
to call someone abroad. (cheap)

 Instagram appeared in 2010, so it is …………. than
Facebook. (new)

 It is…………..to comment on Instagram than on
Facebook. (easy)

Task 2. Part 3 Fill in the gaps. Use the
comparatives of the adjectives in 

parenthesis


